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Event Introduction
There is a need to ensure that the
supply of traditional building materials
and skills meets the repair and
maintenance needs of the half a million
pre-1900 building stock in Scotland.
The availability and use of appropriate
materials is essential to the supply and
demand for traditional buildings skills.
The Highlands and Islands Traditional
Building Forum (HITBF) has been
established to raise the profile of specific
issues relating to traditional buildings and
building practices. It also aims to highlight
the need for more proactive repair and
maintenance of traditional buildings.

The conference will involve a range of
presentations on traditional building
materials including stone, mortar, timber,
metals and glass, and will conclude with
a case study of the recently completed
Inverness Town House repair project.
The event is aimed at conservation and
building professionals, contractors,
as well as owners of historic buildings
and is an opportunity to broaden
knowledge and understanding of these
important materials and skills.

SPEAKERS
PROGRAMME OF EVENTS
FRIDAY 21 SEPTEMBER 2018
SMITHTON CHURCH
08.45-09.15

NIGEL COPSEY

STONEMASON AND BUILDING CONSERVATOR,
THE EARTH, STONE AND LIME COMPANY AND ASSOCIATES

Registration and Tea/Coffee

09.15-09.30	
Professor David Mitchell
Director of Conservation, Historic Environment Scotland
Introduction
09.30-10.15 	Nigel Copsey, Stonemason and Building Conservator
The Earth, Stone and Lime Company and Associates
Mortar
10.15-11.00 	David Wiggins, Project Engineer
Curtins Consulting Ltd
Mortar
11.00-11.30

Comfort Break and Tea/Coffee

11.30-12.15

 r Ewan Hyslop, Head of Technical Research & Science
D
Historic Environment Scotland
Stonework

12.15-12.45

 alcolm Thomson, D Blake & Co. Ltd
M
Leadwork

12.45-13.15

 rofessor David Mitchell, Director of Conservation
P
Historic Environment Scotland
Metalwork

13.15-14.30

Exhibitors and Lunch

14.30-16.00

Case Study – Inverness Town House

16.00-16.30

Q&A and Close Down

Emcee:		John McKinney, Coordinator
Scottish Traditional Building Forum

Nigel trained as a stonemason and carver
at Weymouth College before working in
the conservation industry in the UK and
overseas, overseeing projects such as the
Irish Hunger Memorial in New York,
Fitzwilliam Estate in Malton and recently
at Scampston Hall on behalf of Natural
England. Nigel is a Professionally
Accredited Conservator-Restorer and
advocate for the use of traditional
materials in the care and repair of old
buildings. He is a Research Associate of
the Dept of Archaeology, York University
and leads the Practical Skills module for
the MA Conservation Studies. Nigel has
contributed to the recently published
Historic England Practical Conservation
series and has just completed a literature
review of texts on lime mortars for
Historic Environment Scotland. He is
currently writing a book on the historic
and practical modern use of hot mixed
lime and earth-lime mortars. Nigel has a
BA (Hons) Political Science from the
University of York and a PGDip in Building
Conservation from Bournemouth
University.

The vast majority of mortars used in the
past were of earth, earth-lime or hot
mixed lime. Hot mixes made to historic
lime: sand proportions are like-for-like
and compatible with existing fabric and
economic to produce; they offer mortars
of eminent workability, encouraging good
and efficient workmanship; they offer
optimal water retentivity and excellent
bond strength as well as consistent extent
of bond. They demand much less aftercare
than other forms of lime. They are
tenacious and offer appropriate durability.
The addition of small volumes of pozzolan
enhances strength, durability and speed of
set without compromising workability or
other essential characteristics. They offer
high effective porosity, keeping building
fabric dry and thermally efficient and
reducing the need for repair or
replacement of building elements.
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DAVID WIGGINS

PROJECT ENGINEER, CURTINS CONSULTING LTD
David is a structural engineer with a real
interest in masonry bridges. He undertook
doctoral research in the technical
conservation of heritage masonry. In 2014
he achieved Incorporated Member status
of the ICE, and joined Curtins in August
2015 to work for the Conservation &
Heritage specialism. His work centres on
the care & repair of architectural and civil
engineering heritage structures. Much of
his current experience of repairing and
strengthening seriously damaged bridges
was borne out of the aftermath of Storm
Desmond. He is actively involved in
research & development pertaining to the
technical conservation of masonry bridges
in addition to delivering bridge
rehabilitation projects in practice.
“The question ‘why use lime mortar’ is
not one of nostalgia, nor is it one of

aesthetics or authenticity: in and of
themselves, these aspects neither
preserve, nor induce decay. The issue is
one of functional behaviour. This
presentation explores the functionality of
traditional lime mortar in practice, and
objectively evaluates the problems of
cement mortars on traditional masonry
substrates. Furthermore, modern
NHL-mortars are critically appraised
against the example of lime mortar
functionality as set down by history.
The presentation will conclude by
demonstrating that quicklime mortars are
the optimum means of replicating the
functional behaviour we see in historic
lime mortars. Essentially, demonstrating
why traditional lime mortar is objectively
the right material for the job of the care
and repair of traditional masonry.”

DR EWAN HYSLOP

HEAD OF TECHNICAL RESEARCH & SCIENCE,
HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT SCOTLAND
Building stone in Scotland: sourcing, specification and
supply. Stone is a major component of our built heritage
and Scotland was once a major producer of dimension
stone. In the mid-19th century there were approximately
800 registered quarries in production; today the number
is around ten. Sourcing of appropriate matching stone for
repairs is becoming an increasing issue as our historic
infrastructure deteriorates and the impacts of climate
change increase. It is important that replacement stone is
correctly matched if repairs are to be effective and long
lasting, and that specifiers are aware of the choice of
stone types available today. The rich geological diversity
of Scotland has resulted in a unique built heritage that
will require increasing efforts to enable a sustainable
future.
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MALCOLM THOMSON
D BLAKE & CO. LTD

Malcolm started with D.Blake and Co in 1984 as an
apprentice lead worker, becoming time served in 1988
working alongside some of the best craftsmen in the
country. Blake & Co built up a reputation as one of the
best lead working companies in the UK and in 2010
Malcolm became the MD. Malcolm’s talk will not only
cover the good lead worker but also show some bad
examples of lead work. He will cover substrates and
underlays as these are currently being looked at to see
why there have been failures.

DAVID MITCHELL

DIRECTOR OF CONSERVATION,
HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT SCOTLAND
David Mitchell is Director of Conservation at Scotland’s
national heritage body with responsibility for over 300 of
Scotland’s most treasured places and collections,
technical research, skills and materials. He has a long
held interest in the history of Scottish ironwork and its
conservation and has been involved in a number of
conservation projects including Perth Waterworks and

the Kibble Palace. He is responsible for Scotland’s
Conservation Centre, the Engine Shed, opened in 2017. He
holds undergraduate and postgraduate degrees in earth
sciences and a PhD in architecture. He is an Honorary
Professor at the University of Stirling, a member of the
Institute of Historic Building Conservation and a trustee
of various cultural institutions including the Smith Art
Gallery and the National Wallace Monument.

CASE STUDy SPEAKERS
Ian Fraser – LDN architects (design team lead)
Jason Kelman – The Highland Council (project manager)
Steven Laing – Laing Traditional Masonry (mason and lead contractor)
Chris Chesney – Iona Glass/Rainbow Glass (specialist leaded/ painted glass repairs)
Cait Whitson – Carte Blanche (specialist painters)

INVERNESS TOWN HOUSE CASE
STUDY
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Our afternoon case study will focus on the renovation and
repair of Inverness Town House, an A listed building
dating back to 1878. Since it was built there have been
many programmes of repair dating from the 1950s to the
present day. Many of these repairs were inappropriate
and in some cases disastrous with non-traditional
materials and methods used.
The latest programme of repairs has totalled over £4.2M
and taken 3 years to complete. Ian Fraser from LDN
architects, Jason Kelman from The Highland Council and
some of those who carried out the meticulous repairs,

including Laing Traditional Masonry, Iona Glass and Carte
Blanche (specialist painters), will present an overview of
the complexities and specialist skills needed for the Town
House project.

CHRIS CHESNEY

IONA GLASS/RAINBOW GLASS
Chris Chesney ACR established Iona Art Glass with his
wife Sarah in 1986 as a traditional stained-glass studio.
Its reputation as one of the top conservation studios in
the UK was demonstrated when in 2002 Chris became
chair of the Institute of Conservation (ICON) stained-glass
section, a position he held for the maximum 3 terms. A
successful collaboration with Rainbow Glass Studios at
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Marischal College in Aberdeen in 2010 led to Chris being
appointed Director of Conservation for Rainbow Glass. He
now divides his time between the two companies and is
still very much hands on. He has lectured at CVMA
symposiums in Belgium and here in the UK with

more. Cait’s skills as a teacher are highly respected and
much in demand both here and abroad.

published papers and is a regular speaker at ICON
stained-glass conferences in England. He is a technical
advisor to the Diocese Advisory Committees of both
Durham and Newcastle, an assessor and mentor for the
PACR conservation accreditation scheme and has
recently been appointed as an assessor for the V&A
Conservation Technician Qualification.

MANAGING DIRECTOR, LTM GROUP

CAIT WHITSON
CARTE BLANCHE

Cait and Gibson of Carte Blanche have been creating
beautifully painted surfaces for over two decades. Using
traditional and contemporary materials and techniques
their work is always of the very highest standard.
Thoroughly prepared to ensure longevity they produce
stunning and often unique finishes for both domestic and
commercial clients. Demand for their expertise has seen
them working not only throughout the UK but has taken
them into Europe and the USA. Their portfolio includes:
Marbling, wood graining, painted and textured wall
effects, murals, painted furniture, gilding, stencilling and

STEVEN LAING

Steven Laing started his stonemasonry career with
Historic Scotland in September 1989 at Elgin Cathedral
and graduated from Robert Gordon’s University,
Aberdeen with an HNC in Building in 1996. He undertook
the William Morris Craft Fellowship in 1997, an award
scheme aimed at broadening the skills and experience of
trained craftsmen involved in historic building repairs.
Laing Traditional Masonry was established in February
1999 specialising in the sensitive repair and conservation
of historic and ecclesiastical buildings. Steven’s focus on
efficient and effective professional service combined with
an excellent standard of workmanship has placed LTM
Group at the forefront of the conservation industry in
Scotland. Steven regularly delivers Lime Mortar training
courses to a variety of organisations. More recently
Steven and his company have received recognition in the
fields of craftsmanship for the Natural Stone Awards and
for Environmental Awareness in the Civic Trust Green
Apple Awards. Steven has also been awarded recognition
in the Balvenie Artisan Awards.

HOW TO FIND US //

INVERNESS
AIRPORT

SMITHTON CHURCH
1 MURRAY ROAD
SMITHTON
INVERNESS
IV2 7YU

BOOKING INFORMATION //
PLEASE NOTE THAT THE EVENT SPEAKERS AND TIMINGS MAY ALTER
AT SHORT NOTICE, NO REFUND IS AVAILABLE SHOULD THIS OCCUR.

Cost:

For general
enquiries contact:
Stephen Wells

T: 01463 273652
E: training@inverness.uhi.ac.uk

EVENT SPONSORED BY //
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ORGANISING PARTNERS //

SMITHTON CHURCH
INVERNESS

A9

£95 per person (VAT exempt)
A light buffet lunch is provided. If you have any specific dietary requirements
please contact Stephen Wells on 01463 273652 or via email at:
training@inverness.uhi.ac.uk

booking:
To book, please go to our Eventbrite page: https://bit.ly/2mdsRm9
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